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Introduction
1. This Report presents the findings of a programme of works designed to evaluate the nature and
social history of the remains of the derelict cottage and adjacent railway loading dock at Benslie,
North Ayrshire. Targeted locations at the cottage were investigated by hand.
2. The works were organised by Kilwinning Heritage, whose volunteers delivered the works at the
invitation of Roger Griffith who works as a Ranger at Eglinton Country Park and with the permission
of Mr Tom McGill, the landowner.
3. This Report has been prepared in support of the archaeological works undertaken at the cottage
and loading dock at Benslie, North Ayrshire. They were designed to recover information on the dates
and construction methods of the structures, as well as to record any physical disruption to the
structures.
4. The Project Design (Baird, 2013) outlined the objectives of the project and the nature of the
archaeological works to be undertaken. This report provides the details of the works organised by
Kilwinning Heritage.

Designations and legal constraints
5. The cottage remains are on private land, are not a designated site and hence are not specifically
protected. The land owner gave Kilwinning Heritage ‘carte blanche’ over the extent of the
investigations. No restrictions were placed on methods or extent of the investigations.
6. The owner of the land on which the adjacent loading dock sits could not be determined.
Consequently, great care was taken and only non-destructive methods of investigation were
employed.

Project Background
South Millburn Cottage by Roger S. Ll. Griffith
based on a Wikipedia article by the same author.
7. Opposite the old South Millburn Farm is a ruined cottage with several unusual architectural
features. The gable ends each held a door and a rectangular slit window with an unusually elongated
vertical axis, not set centrally, but offset towards the rear of the building which itself faces South
Millburn. These would have given a clear view to anyone within the building of any activity to the
sides of the building. The side facing South Millburn may have had one similar slit window to the
gable inserts, as shown by a surviving lintel. The side facing the Eglinton estate had two doors, one
splayed window, and one other window. Finely worked stone was used, some of which may have
been recycled from the Kilwinning Abbey ruins that were owned by the Earl of Eglinton. Both ends of
the building had fireplaces.
5

8. The building was probably built to serve the old South Millburn Pit as the structure was first
known as South Millburn Pit House. After the pit closed it was used as a cottage or cottages in the
late 19th and through the mid 20th century and was later converted for use as a piggery before
being used again, at least in part, when the site was utilised as a parking and possibly maintenance
area for coaches.
9. The old Ordnance Survey maps indicate that this building sat just in front of and parallel to the
trackbed of the old waggonway, opened in 1831 to Byres (Kilwinning), and which ran up to Doura
from Dubbs Junction by 1834, ending at the coal pits. Later the building had the Perceton / Sourlie
freight branch of the Glasgow and South Western Railway located on its southern side.

Fig 1. Early horse drawn railway and coach. (Source: Public Domain)

10. This building stood close by to the railway crossing keeper's hut at the level crossing that
controlled rail traffic crossing the Eglinton Castle estate's Millburn Drive and the nearby road.
Millburn Drive had also been part of the old 1774 road from Kilwinning to Irvine, running across the
Red Burn at the Drukken Steps and passing the estate's Draughtburn Lodge Gates.
11. The method of construction and architecture of the build suggests that it was constructed under
the influence of the Earl of Eglinton, possibly using recycled stones, as were many of the estate
structures, the stone in many cases coming from the old Kilwinning Abbey ruins. Good quality carved
stone is mixed with poorly worked stone or rubble.
12. In 2013 Kilwinning Heritage carried out an industrial archaeology rescue investigation at the
cottage, assisted by Rathmell Archaeology Ltd, resulting in excavations, measurements and local
history research to record and clarify issues relating to the building's construction, uses and
occupancy. The nearby ‘Hurry’ or loading dock was also investigated.
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Timeline for the Ardrossan - Doura - Perceton Branch
Waggonway opened from Ardrossan to Byres (Kilwinning) – 1831 (2) (4) (8)
Passengers carried on the Ardrossan to Dirrans section – 1834 (4) (5) (8)
Dubbs Junction to Dirrans and Doura opened – 1834 (3) (5) (8)
Eglinton Tournament – 1839
Regauging, realignment, some gradients altered - Spring 1840 (1) (4) (7) (8)
Standard wooden railway sleepers in use - Spring 1840
Relaid with heavier rails - Spring 1840 (1) (4) (7)
Glasgow, Paisley, Kilmarnock & Ayr line officially opened – 1840 (4) (8)
First locomotive 'Firefly' used on the Ardrossan to Dirrans line – 1846 (4)
Line extended from Doura to Perceton - July 1st 1848 (7) (8)
G&SWR takes over the line – 1854 (4)
Old Doura Pit closed before 1856 (6)
Old Doura branch closed and lifted before 1856 (6)
Standard Gauge siding near the Hurry in situ – 1856 (6)
South Millburn Pit operational – 1856 (6)
The siding near the Hurry removed by 1895 (6)
South Millburn Pit closed by 1895 (6)
LMS takes over the G&SWR - 1923
Whole LMS Perceton branch closed and lifted by 1958 (6)
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Project Works
Investigations at South Millburn by Ralph Shuttleworth
with additional information by Andy Baird
Introduction
13. At South Millburn [NS 337 425] near Benslie in North Ayrshire are the remains of a building
known locally as “railway cottage”, which lies to the immediate south of the B785 Fergushill Road
from Kilwinning to Torranyard, and opposite dwellings which were formerly South Millburn farm. It
is in a ruinous condition but exhibits some unusual features architecturally, and the land owner was
proposing to clear the land for new building. Kilwinning Heritage was asked to investigate and record
the building by Roger Griffith, a local historian, in advance of its removal.
14. This was done by conventional archaeological methods, supplemented by following up
information on the inhabitants gleaned from census returns and electoral and taxation rolls. Contact
with local people who remembered the building being occupied supplemented the latter data by
anecdote. An aerial photograph supplied by Mr Robbie Smith who now lives opposite the site in
Craighead, formerly South Millburn farm, gave more useful information on the history. Dating of the
structure and any possible relation to the railways was investigated by study of maps from the
Ordnance Survey and also from the Coal Authority, since the area was once host to a large number
of coal pits.
15. When first visited, the site was heavily overgrown with trees and other vegetation which was
cleared in advance by volunteers from Kilwinning Heritage and Roger Griffith. The visible remains so
exposed were partly covered by general rubbish which had been tipped on the site. This was also
cleared by Kilwinning Heritage volunteers so that the archaeological work could begin. Some finds
were made, which later work showed related to the history of the site. These were sections of
railway lines of an early type and a large 20th century vehicle wheel which were unearthed during
the preliminary clearance.

Fig 2. The site before removal of vegetation, looking NE (Source: Public Domain)
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Map evidence and dating
16. The earliest map consulted was obtained from the Coal Authority which was used by them or
their predecessors to locate and record the extent of the many underground workings in the area. It
was not dated but the individual workings were. These ranged from 1843 to 1858. This map showed
a coal pit number 19 opposite South Millburn farm and no other building, but did show a railway
which crossed the road just to the south of the farm buildings. This we believe was an early mineral
railway built to the old ‘Scotch Gauge’ of 4ft 6ins, and worked at least initially by horses. Some years
back, two sections of this original rail were found on this site and have been relaid on display in
Eglinton Park on wooden sleepers.
17. The 1860 Ist Edition Ordnance Survey map (Fig. 3a below) shows the pit, farm and the GSWR line
to the south of the pit but no cottage. The other railway line no longer appears.
18. This map apparently shows three parallel but slightly offset roofs, marked as ‘Coal Pit’.
Presumably this was the pithead building, or roof covering over the winding gear, but as can be seen
in old photos of similar pits in the area, it could have been merely a timber structure with a tin roof.
Soon after a test pit (002) over the site was begun, a neighbour, Robbie Smith, supplied the aerial
photo (Fig. 7) showing the site used as parking for single decked buses. Through discussion, we
agreed that any remains of this pithead structure would have been obliterated through levelling of
the ground and addition of hard standing and/or tarmac, of which there was some evidence, or may
be deeper than our limited resources could deal with, so the test pit was abandoned.

st

Fig 3a: 1 Edition Ordnance Survey 1860
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19. In 1896 the 2nd Ed. OS map (Fig 3b) shows the cottage but no pit which must have closed down
by then. The cottage is shown with an internal division.

nd

Fig 3b: 2 Edition OS 1896

20. By 1910 the 2nd Ed. OS map (Fig 3c) shows the cottage with no internal division but with an
extension or annexe to the southeast.

nd

Fig 3c: 2 Ed. OS 1910
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21. Taken together these clearly show that the cottage was erected 1858-71 and extended 18961910. It was this realisation that prompted the work to identify the occupants as an aid to defining
the purpose of the cottage and to reveal some of the social history of the area. This is covered later
in this report.

Archaeological Investigations
During April and May 2013 some limited excavation and more intensive survey was done by
members of Kilwinning Heritage. The results are given below.
General description of the structure
22. The rectangular building is oriented with its long axis NW to SE, measuring externally 10.8m by
5.8m and internally 9.8m by 4.8m. . The walls comprise a two stone thick construction mortared
together with no cavity or rubble in-fill. There is no evidence of stone built internal walls and the
presence of the slit window in the centre of the SW wall, confirmed by later photographic evidence,
excludes the possibility of a sub-division into two equal-sized chambers. There are later brick built
internal sub divisions. A mini-sondage (016) dug next to the stone at the SW corner showed that
this rested on a concrete foundation, presumed to be the levelled top of a rubble (?) base laid in a
foundation trench on which the building was erected. This level is marked on the section drawings.
23. The NE and SW long walls stand only a few courses above the foundations but the NW and SE
walls are gables still standing to a maximum height of some 3.6m above foundation level, though
this will be less than the original because of collapse and/or stone robbing. The NW gable shows
some evidence of subsidence and leans about 5 degrees to the northwest.
24. All of the stones used in this phase of construction were well dressed blocks of grey/yellow
sandstone measuring at least 0.3m laid in fairly neat courses up to at least 2m above the foundation
level. Above this level the build is less regular.
25. There are four doorways identified, [012] to [015], one in each gable, opposed and to the south
end, and two in the SW wall equidistant from the wall ends. Each door is about 0.9m wide.
26. There are four slit windows, [006] to [009], one in each gable, one in the centre of the SW wall
and one off centre in the NE wall, which was not excavated in detail due to heavy overgrowth and
rubble, but sufficient was seen to believe that the slit window was the only opening in this wall.
Where well preserved, these have an external opening 1.5m high and 0.3m wide. They are splayed
internally. Those in the NW gable and NE wall have been blocked with brick and mortar.
27. At the northern end of the SW wall there is a splayed window [011] with an external opening of
0.9m and at the southern end evidence of another window [010] in the form of a cement deposit on
top of the wall at the same height as the sills of the other windows.
28. Excavation of the doorway in the SE gable revealed an in-situ stone threshold. The level of this
was taken to be the original ground surface and is so marked on the section drawings. There was
evidence of timber door jambs on both sides of the doorway.
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29. Exterior to but attached on the SE gable are the remains of a brick built annexe [206] about 2m
by 2m overlapping the slit window. This only appears on the 1910 25” 2nd Ed. OS map. Was it a dry
closet or coal house? This area was not fully excavated to ground level. Three types of roof covering
were revealed here during clearing – roofing slate, roofing felt and corrugated cement.
30. Excavation in a mini-sondage there revealed a floor tiled with “quarry tiles” each 0.3 by 0.3m, as
seen in Fig.4, left. The level here was the same as
the threshold in the doorway.
31. A similar though smaller annexe appears on
the 1910 map, situated on the NE corner of the
NW gable. Without major clearing of large
amounts of fallen rubble, no evidence of this was
seen but the remaining wall here is heavily
robbed. This annexe may have been wooden or
other non-durable material.
32. There is evidence of harling both internal and
external, though this only remains in patches.
The brick built internal features
33. Three single thickness brick walls about 1m
high project from the NE wall and divide the
interior space into four compartments leaving an
open “corridor” between the doors in the gables.
The floors of these compartments, where
exposed, are made up of bricks to give a
consistent level throughout the interior.
Fig.4: Exterior SE gable slit window and tiles

34. These were features associated with the later use of the building as a pigsty. Without major
clearing of rubble and heavy infestation of vegetation overgrowth, we assume bricks cover the
whole floor areas. Bricks were laid on their broad face, butt joined in a stretcher pattern, with no
indication of cement bonding. Average sizes were 9½ x 4¾ inches (240mm x 102mm). Lifting of
these bricks to expose the underlying surface was not done, except at the interior of the NW gable
[203], in front of the assumed fireplace (see below). It was noted that in this floor area, the bricks
were of a similar size laid in a stretcher pattern also, but laid on their edges, perhaps to give a
stronger floor surface?
Modifications to the original structure
35. In addition to the purpose built brick structures in the interior, there were other uses of brick
which clearly indicated modifications in use of the building. These areas of brick work are all in the
walls and fall into two distinct categories.
12

36. The first entails the filling up of pre-existing spaces, doors and windows, in the stone built
structure. Here the brick work butts up against the stone. The door in the NW gable was and still is
blocked by a single thickness of red bricks, as is the slit window there. There are still traces of
brickwork blocking the splayed window and in the adjacent doorway, together with the slit window
in the NE wall. In addition there is brick blocking of the openings of what we concluded were fire
places in the original structure (see below).
37. The second category is where the brick work is integrated into the pre-existing stone work. The
main example of this [020] is in the NW gable where on the outside surface of the wall at a height of
about 2.5m, there is a patch of brickwork which is rather irregularly integrated into the surrounding
stone work. Some of these bricks are soot stained on the inner face. This is directly above the void
[017] shown in Drawings 1 and 5 and above a bricked up space, interpreted as a fireplace, beneath a
stone lintel shown in
drawing 6.
It was noted that in
this area, the bricks
on the floor surface
were of a similar size
to those in the other
pig pens, laid in a
stretcher
pattern
also, but laid on their
edges.

Fig 5. Interior NE gable. The bricked up fireplace and floor surface

38. Other bricks used in other areas measure at about12 5/8” x 4 5/8” x 3½” (320mm x 118mm x
90mm).
39. A mini-sondage in front of this fireplace where the bricks of the “pig sty” floor were lifted
showed that they were bedded onto an ashy deposit [021] and beneath this were “quarry tiles”
similar to those flooring the annexe (0.3m x 0.3m) but only extending so as to form an external
hearth to the fireplace. Above these tiles there remains a stone (drawing 6) which would have been
the base of the internal hearth. Elsewhere only earth was revealed. The level at these tiles was
again that of the original ground surface.
40. Closer examination of this area in Drawing 6 suggests that the fire was offset to the right, leaving
a space to the left. This space corresponds to the large flat topped stone visible in the void in
Drawing 5 and could well be the base for an oven.
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41. The other example of integrated brick work lies in the interior of the SE gable (Drawing 4)
adjacent to the slit window there. Removing rubble and vegetation from the top of the wall here
revealed a loose deposit (019) of small fragments of mortar. Emptying this opened a void [018] very
similar in nature to [017] in the NW gable. Moreover, this deposit also contained a number of bricks
which were soot-stained on one side only. In addition there was a fragment of sandstone carrying a
layer of carbon rich material about 0.5cm thick. The base and sides of the void exposed by removal
of the fill were made of stone.
42. Also recovered was a single tile <116>, white glazed on one side, marked “Gilmour & Co
Kilmarnock” on the reverse (Fig.5), a company known to be in production from 1876 until 1899 *.
This measured approx. 128mm x 80mm x 28mm (9”
x 3” x 1”).
43. These facts strongly support the view that these
voids are the remnants of stone fireplaces, possibly
faced with glazed tiles, and leading to brick lined
flues. A slightly displaced and broken stone among
the rubble on top of the wall was carved in a manner
suggestive of a lintel over the fireplace like that still
existing in the NW gable. The open face of this void
had also been filled in by brickwork which
incorporated at a low level an iron sheet perforated
with holes about 1cm square. Possibly this was a
remnant of the original fireplace fittings.
44. These facts seem to suggest that, as originally
built, the structure was single-roomed (but see
below) with a stone built fireplace at each end,
leading to a brick built flue in the centre of the
gables. The erratically integrated brickwork at a level
above the fireplace is then best interpreted as later
repair work. A simplified plan drawing of the
structure as excavated is shown below in Fig.

Fig 6. Glazed fireplace tile

* “A Survey of Scottish Brickmarks” Grahame Douglas 1986
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Fig 7. Simplified plan drawing of the cottage
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A reconstruction of the nature of the building
Phase 1: The cottages.
45. Having established that the slit windows had an opening of 1.5m in height, the aerial photograph
(Fig. 8 below) was used together with the measurements taken on the ground to calculate the
dimensions of the building. This gave outside length 10.8m, width 5.8m, height to eaves 2.4m, and
height to roof apex 4.2m. In the SW wall the slit window was placed centrally, flanked symmetrically
by the two doors and by the two larger windows. The gable ends each had one door and one slit
window, and in the NE wall only one slit window placed slightly off centre. The rounded top of the
slit window in the SE gable (Fig. 3c, drawing 3) was mirrored in a stone found in the tumble (001)
from the NE wall adjacent to the slit window there and so they were probably similar in style. There
was a centrally situated fireplace with brick built flue and chimney in each gable end. From the
photograph, the height of the chimney stack seems unusually low compared with the local norm,
but this may not be as originally built.
46. Zooming in on the aerial photograph, there appears to be a skylight on the NE slope of the roof.
This might imply accommodation in a loft space or mezzanine, but it is not clear enough to be
certain.
47. There is evidence from the maps that there was an internal division, consistent with the two
fireplaces. We did not see evidence for this archaeologically but this may be due to the heavy
overlay of rubble and later construction in the interior, or imply a more ephemeral division of timber
or lath and plaster. It is clear though that the positions of the slit windows preclude a division into
two equal sized chambers. The census returns throw more light on this aspect (see below). At a late
stage in this phase, the brick built annexe was constructed.
Phase 2: The pigsty.
48. The brick built internal pens and floors and blocking of several doorways, fire places and
windows clearly represent secondary use of the building after it went out of use as a dwelling.
Remaining feeding and water troughs within the rubble filled interior are consistent with use as a
piggery, confirming the anecdotal evidence. It may be that the skylight window glimpsed in the
aerial photograph was installed at the time of blocking of doors and windows to provide necessary
light for tending to the pigs.
49. The remains of a large wall-mounted glazed terracotta feeding trough comprised part of the
general rubble in the interior. Stamped “Doura”, we surmise this has been made very locally at the
fireclay works in the immediate area, noted on old OS maps.
Phase 3: A bus depot?
50. The aerial photograph below shows buses parked alongside the building (Fig.8). Perhaps the area
was used simply for parking although the finds of large tyres and possible engine components might
suggest that the building was used as a workshop for repairs and maintenance.
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Fig 8: Aerial view of cottage, at bottom. Photo courtesy of Robbie Smith of Craighead, Benslie

51. Zooming in on the aerial photograph, there appears to be a skylight on the NE slope of the roof.
This might imply accommodation or storage in a loft space or mezzanine, but it is not clear enough
to be certain.
Phase 4: Abandonment and decay.
52. Sometime after use in connection with the buses, the building was allowed to decay, probably by
removing the roof to prevent unauthorised occupation and also by robbing the good quality stone
from the long walls. Judging by the miscellaneous nature of the materials removed during the initial
clearing of the site, there must have been a degree of fly tipping after this period of demolition.
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The People
Analysis of Census Information for the area around “Railway Cottage” Benslie, by Jeni Park.
Generalisations.
•
I have used Auchenwinsie Farm (in all its different spellings), North Millburn and West End
Cottage as a fixed reference points, as the farms have not changed name or location throughout the
period.
•
Using www.oldmaps.co.uk I have looked for likely routes, footpaths or roads to connect the
entries in the enumerator’s book.
•
Where I have identified a fixed point in the route either side of the place of interest, I have
assumed based on map/route evidence which property is which.
•
I have used the description in the front of each enumerator’s handbook to plot the route
taken.

1871
Enumerator’s Route – South Fergushill > Fergushill House > Fergushill House > Fergushill House
(detached) > Chapel Cottage > North Millburn > South Millburn Pit house > South Millburn Pit house
> West End Cottage Doura > Auchenwinsie Farm.
On the 1857 1:2500 and the 1858-60 1:10,560 OS map, our site shows a working coal pit. The 1896
1:2500 OS map shows the site of interest, but its build date and the downtaking date of the pit
buildings are unknown. Therefore there is a residence not mapped on the earlier OS series that the
1871 enumerator visits. Given the name of the property, it is a reasonable inference that this
cottage has been erected by 1871 and is our site of interest. All of the properties on the route are
fixed points of marked location, apart from South Millburn Pit House.
Residents of South Millburn Pit House.
House No.1.
Daniel McPhail – Head, Widower, age 65, born in Kilwinning.
Dougald McPhail – Son, Unmarried, age 22, Coal Miner, born in Kilwinning.
Jenit Dunsmuir – Granddaughter, age 14, Bonnet Knitter, born in Stewarton.
Robert Dunsmuir – Grandson, age 12, Scholar, born in Kilwinning.
House No.2
John Marr – Head, Married, age 35, Engine Keeper at Coal Pit, born in Paisley.
Jean Marr – Wife, Married, age 35, born in Stewarton.
William Marr – Son, age 12, Scholar, born in Riccarton.
Thomas Marr – Son, age 10, Scholar, born in Irvine.
John Marr – Son, age 7, Scholar, born in Irvine.
Margaret Marr – Daughter, age 4, born in Irvine.
18

It cannot be ascertained with any degree of confidence, which cottage is which, as there is no access
footpath or road shown on the 1896 1:2,500 OS map, however, as the enumerator is moving in a
linear manner from north-west to south-east along the southern side of the road, it is a reasonable
inference that Cottage 1 is on the west end of the building and Cottage 2 on the east.
Further background for these residents;
Utilising information sourced from www.ancestry.com and www.familysearch.org , it is possible to
show where the families came from and where they moved on to.
For the Marr family: after leaving Benslie, John Marr moves his family to Irvine and then by 1891, he
and his family are living in Barony, Lanarkshire and he is still working as an Engine keeper. After that,
he relocates to Kilpatrick and then in 1901 to Maryhill, where he was keeper of the engine at the gas
works. The job obviously ran in the family as his father William was also an engineer.
Utilising the above-mentioned sites, it has not been possible to trace Daniel any further; however,
Jenit & Robert Dunsmuir’s parents were John Dunsmore (sic) and Margaret McPhail, both born in
Doura in 1836. Margaret was the elder sister of Dougald, it is also likely that they had another sibling
named Angus, who may have been a twin of Margaret’s, however it has not been possible to confirm
this with certainty.
Other interesting information gleaned from this section of census, was that after Auchenwinsie
Farm, the enumerator visited “New House at Millburn Oilworks” which was uninhabited.

1881
Enumerator’s Route – Fergushill Cottage > Fergushill Orchard > Fergushill Orchard > Fergushill House
> Fergushill House > Fergushill House > Fergushill House > Fergushill House > North Fergushill Farm >
North Fergushill Farm > North Millburn Farm > Millburn Cottage > Doura West End Cottage >
Auchenwinsey Farm.
On the 1896 1:2500 OS map, there is no mention of a coal pit. All of the properties on the route are
fixed points of marked location apart from Millburn Cottage. The lack of a coal pit leads me to
believe that our cottage changed its name and in 1881 was known as Millburn Cottage. Again the
enumerator moves in the same linear direction and remains on the south side of the road.
Residents of Millburn Cottage.
James Muir – Head, Married, age 31, Blacksmith, born in Kilwinning.
Marion Muir – Wife, Married, age 36, born in Kilwinning.
Margaret Muir – Daughter, age 9, Scholar, born in Kilwinning.
Mary Mills Muir – Daughter, age 8, Scholar, born in Kilwinning.
David Muir – Son, age 6, Scholar, born in Kilwinning.
Robert Muir – Son, age 3, born in Kilwinning.
Marion Muir – Daughter, age 1, born in Kilwinning.
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Further background for these residents
Utilising www.ancestry.com, it has been possible to ascertain that;
James Muir was the son of David Muir, both blacksmiths, (b. 1826 Beith) and Mary Miller (b. 1829).
He was born in 1850 and first married in 1871 to Marion Arnott (b.1845, d.1882).
They had five children; Margaret (b. 1872), Mary (b. 1873), David (b. 1875), Robert (b. 1878), Marion
(b.1880).
In the same year as Marion passed away, David married for a second time to Agnes Montgomerie
(b.1855, d. 1937) and they had eight children; Agnes (b. 1883), Lizzie (b. 1885), Jane (b. 1887), Janet
(b. 1889), Kate (b. 1891), James (b. 1893), Hugh (b.1896), Bella (b. 1898).
In 1851, James, his parents and grandmother, lived in Near Wood, Kilwinning (possibly this is a
corruption of Innerwood?). There is no trace of the family in the 1861 census, but by 1871 James has
moved out of the family home and is living at Woodend Farm in Kilwinning with his maternal
grandfather Robert Schott, while his father David resides in Byres, Kilwinning.
When in 1881, James is recorded as living in Millburn, his father remains in Byres.
In 1891, James Muir is now living at the Green, Kilwinning, with his second wife Agnes, and his father
has moved to Townhead. In reference to Kilwinning Heritage’s publication “The Abbey Green in the
19th and 20th Centuries”, it is possible to place James, his second wife and seven of their children,
plus two boarders (who share Agnes’ surname and are therefore, based on ages, presumably a
brother and nephew) at the house which has been built on the Abbey Cloisters. It would be
interesting to speculate that James’ business was successful enough to allow him to build his own
home.
Then, in the 1901 census James and family are found at 16 Greenhead, Kilwinning and his father at
Ashgrove Road, Kilwinning. The numbering conventions of Abbey Green appear to have changed
regularly over the years. In the 1891 census the cottage in the cloisters was referred to as No.34,
with No. 16 being a cottage on the west side of the Green. It is therefore possible that in 1901 the
Muir family were still living in the same property but the numbering had changed. Alternatively, they
may have moved into No.16 which, based on the above-mentioned publication, would place the
family living in a house between James Paterson, photographer and Samuel Osbourne, postman.
Throughout all of their careers, both James and David are employed as Blacksmiths.

1891
Enumerator’s Route – Doura Mains Farm > Low Netherfield > Netherfield > Millburn Farm > Millburn
Cottage > Millburn Cottage > West End Cottage > Auchenwinzie Farm.
This route seems unusual in comparison to the previous routes used, however, the census always
attempts to group together similar locations with a homogenous identity, to allow future statistical
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comparisons between similar sites e.g. rural, industrial or village, therefore it would not be unusual
that the enumerator moves from farms to the east and north of Benslie village, round in a circle to
the south of Benslie village, while another enumerator would cover the village itself.
On the 1896 1:2500 OS map, there is no mention of a coal pit. All of the properties on the route are
fixed points of marked location apart from Millburn Cottage. The lack of a coal pit, and the previous
census’ assumptions, lead me to believe that our cottage was still known by the same name in 1891.
Residents of Millburn Cottage.
House No.1
Hugh Richmond – Head, Married, age 63, Coal Miner, born in Irvine.
Margaret Richmond – Wife, Married, age 61, born in Irvine.
House No.2
William McLaughlan – Head, Married, age 26, Coal Miner, born in Kilwinning.
Elizabeth McLaughlan – Wife, Married, age 26, born in Ayr.
Hugh McIvors – Boarder, Married, age 25, Coal Miner, born in Kilwinning.

Further background for these residents
As shown in the 1901 census, William McLaughlan has moved on to be a miner at a pit in Dreghorn.
Utilising all of the genealogy sites has not provided any further information on William, Elizabeth or
Hugh.
Using Ancestry, it can be shown that; Hugh Richmond was born in 1828 in Irvine to William
Richmond and Margaret McConochie, brother to John (b.1821), Martha (b. 1826), Jean (b.1826),
Charlotte (b.1832), Matthew (b.1834) and Agnes(b.1838), at the time of the 1841 census the family
were living at Low Row Fergushill. Strangely, on the 1861 census, Hugh is not living with his wife, (He
married his wife, Margaret Livingston, in Irvine in 1854), but with his brother Matthew and sister
Martha at 2 Thatch Row, Dalry, and working as a miner. In the 1871 census, husband and wife are
reunited and living at 12 Tar Row in Irvine. Hugh is still working as a miner and they have no children.
By the time of the 1881 census, they have moved to 8 Front Row in Kilwinning, but their
circumstances are the same.

1901
Enumerator’s Route – South Millburn > South Millburn > South Millburn > Westend > Doura > Laigh
Doura > Doura Miners Rows > Auchenwinsie Farm.
Here, the fashion for the route of the enumerator has changed and instead of sticking to one side of
the road, this enumerator’s area takes in both sides.
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On the 1897 1:10560 and the 1910 1:2,500 OS maps, all of the properties on the route are fixed
points of marked location apart from the cottage. There is no separate property shown at South
Millburn Farm. The three entries for South Millburn have a large farming family in the first, and two
individuals in the next two properties, one of whom lived in Millburn Cottage at the previous census.
I am therefore assuming that Millburn Cottage has now become known as South Millburn.
Residents of South Millburn.
House No.1
Susan Lindsay - Head, Widow, age 70, born in Riccarton.
House No.2
Margaret Richmond - Head, Widow, age 72, born in Irvine.

Further Information
Anecdotal evidence via farmer William Parker - Mrs Miller who lived at North Fergushill Farm went
to school with a Steven Robson who lived in the cottage in the 1930s/40s.
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Inland Revenue Land Survey
by Chris Hawksworth.
53. The Inland Revenue land survey of 1908-1910 sought to identify all properties in the UK and
assign a ‘value’ for taxation purposes. Each property was identified and outlined on what was
effectively the 2nd Series Ordnance Survey map from about 1910. Each property was given an
identification number and the details of the property, including the buildings and land acreage were
then described in some detail in the Inland Revenue Field Books.
54. The cottage opposite South Millburn farm would appear to lie between the two pieces of land
identified as South Millburn Farm, marked No.6 on the IRS map (reference IRS104/179) so it is not
clear if it belongs to South Millburn or the railway company.
55. The description of South Millburn farm is in field book IRS55/371, number 6 and is as follows:
South Millburn farm, house and steading, 82 acres.
Owner, Earl of Eglinton. Tenant, Robert Campbell. Occupier, Robert Campbell.
Rent, £85 per annum. Dairy and tillage farm, land wet and poor for most part. Rent fair.
Fences not in good order. Considerable damage from subsidence (from mining)
Description of buildings:
Dwelling house, room and kitchen and attic. Milk house. Dairy. Barn. Boiler house. Small byre.
Stable (for 3 horses). 2 byres for 20 cows. Piggeries.
56. I searched through two IRS field books for Kilwinning (IRS55/371 and 372) looking at all the
properties around South Millburn, Bensley, Auchenwincey and Doura but could not find any
reference to either a coal pit building or a cottage opposite South Millburn farm. It is possible that
the structure represented on the map is one of the farm outbuildings, such as a piggery.
57. I also searched the Valuation Rolls for Kilwinning Parish. These have been digitised by the
National Records of Scotland and are available to view on the computers at the NRS, West Register
House, Edinburgh. The NRS digital images are from 1855 to 1955. Given the story that the cottage
was inhabited in the 1950s, I started at the Valuation Roll for 1955-56 and found:
South Millburn Farmhouse. Proprietor: Thomas McGill, Auchenwincie. Occupier: Mrs Annie Spiers.
No mention of a separate cottage opposite South Millburn was found in 1955-56.
58. In 1954-55, South Millburn was listed, but there was also a building listed as ‘premises’ at
Millburn, Prop. Robert McGill, North Millburn, but it was not apparent where this was located.
59. Earlier VRs mention a series of houses at coal pits numbers 2, 17, 19, 20 and 21. The only pits I
can definitely identify on the maps are No. 17, which is between South Fergushill and Eglinton
Kennels, and No. 21, which is at Woodneuk in Bensley village. No. 2 pit had a market garden with
greenhouses attached and was labelled Fergushill, so is unlikely to be the one at South Millburn. A
list of pits on the Doura railway positions No. 19 pit between the Holm pit (No 23) on Millburn Drive
and the Doura pit which was just beyond South Millburn Farm.
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60. Going back through the VRs showed no definite sign of a property opposite South Millburn until
1903-06, when a separate property was listed as follows:
South Millburn. Farm and House. Tenant, Robert Miller, farmer.
South Millburn. House. Occupier, Rbt Campbell, labourer.
Also, the 1901 and 1911 censuses both have South Millburn Farm and a separate cottage at South
Millburn.
61. In 1911, the cottage was occupied by the family of Thomas Pirrie, and in the 1915-16 VRs, No 19
pit house was occupied by Mrs Thomas Pirrie, widow. This may indicate they were the same
property, however, in 1903 through to 1906, the VRs list two houses at South Millburn and a
separate listing for No 19 pit. Also, the miners’ families often moved within the pit villages on a
regular basis.
62. To summarise, it is impossible to tell which of the buildings mentioned in the VRs is the cottage
we were looking at. It doesn’t appear to be listed in the IRS field books, but information from maps
obtained from the Coal Authority does indeed show that the cottage was known as No 19 Pit
Cottage.
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A Comparison of the windows at Benslie Cottage and Kilwinning Abbey
by Ralph Shuttleworth
63. The slit and splayed windows found during the investigation at Benslie cottage were reminiscent
of some of those seen at Kilwinning Abbey, and so a visit was made to take measurements and
photographs for comparison.
64. An example of a splayed window in the west range of the abbey was measured and drawn in
plan, as was the only remaining slit window in the east range. Overlaying these on the drawings of
the Benslie cottage gave a very good fit for both. The photographs show the close similarities in size,
shape and stone work.
65. The angle of splay in both slit windows is the same, as is that in the splayed windows. The sills
are also similar in each case, and the tooling on the stonework in the splayed windows is practically
identical. Only the thickness of the walls differs between the two sites, those in the abbey being
about twice those in the cottage.
66. The slit window in the abbey has an opening 30cm wide and is 67cm high compared to 30cm and
150cm at the cottage, but both windows are flanked by only three stones on each side, the height
difference being achieved by the orientation of these stones. A minor difference is that the external
faces of the flanking stones at the abbey are chamfered at 45 degrees, whereas those at the cottage
are squared off.
67. So it seems that the Benslie cottage was designed in some respects in conscious imitation of the
Abbey architecture. Whether this was achieved by re-use of elements removed from the Abbey ruins
or created anew is an open question, but the splayed window could not have been taken from the
west range as the tenements there were still standing and occupied in the early 1860s when the
cottage was built. It may be significant that the most prominent feature of the cottage as viewed
from the road by passers-by would have been the slit windows, giving an ecclesiastical impression.
68. This seems strange for a pit cottage, but may be related to the fact that it lies at the edge of and
near to one of the entrances to the Eglinton estate, and was therefore designed to “keep up
appearances”.
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Fig. 9. Slit window at Abbey

Fig 10. Splayed window at cottage

Fig 11. Splayed window at Abbey

Fig 12. Slit window at cottage

(Photos © Ralph Shuttleworth)
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Discussion and conclusions by Ralph Shuttleworth
69. From the map and census evidence it is clear that the building was erected between about 1860
and 1870. The current local name “railway cottage” seems to have no connection with the early
mineral railway as it was defunct by the time the house was built. Only the proximity to the Doura
branch of the Glasgow and South Western Railway seems to justify this name. It is to be noted that
there is at present a “railway cottage” at North Fergushill, presumably named for the same reason
and not implying any functional relationship to the railway.
70. Much more likely, in view of the name ”South Millburn Pit Cottage” in the 1871 census, is that it
was associated with the No 19 coal pit nearby. This is supported by the then occupants, John Marr,
engine keeper at the pit, and Daniel McPhail, miner, aged 65. Possibly it was used for some
administrative function, record keeping, issuing tokens and lamps, but we found no evidence to
support this. But any such connection may have been short lived because by 1881 the cottage was
occupied by James Muir, blacksmith, who seems to have been associated with agricultural and
general smithing rather than coal pit work. This might suggest that the pit had closed, particularly as
the name is then “South Millburn Cottage”.
71. Architecturally, the most striking and unusual feature of the building is the four slit windows
which have no comparanda in any of the other domestic buildings in the area of which we are
aware. The nearest example we know of is at Kilwinning Abbey, in the outer wall of the east range.
This has been drawn to scale in plan and elevation (Fig. 13a below), and it can be seen that these
overlay exactly with those of the slit windows at the Millburn cottage.

Fig.13a: Drawing 8, Kilwinning Abbey east range slit window
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The same exercise with a splayed window in the west range of the Abbey and comparison with that
at Millburn came to the same conclusion (Fig. 13b).

Fig 13b: Drawing 9, Kilwinning Abbey west range splayed window

This work is described and illustrated more fully on page 25 of this report.

72. Consideration of the plan of the building as originally constructed prompts the question as to
why a building only 10.8m by 5.8 m externally, would need four doors and two fireplaces? The
census returns clearly indicate two cottages and there is no evidence at all for the existence of two
separate houses. The answer then is that the cottages were semi-detached.
73. We have listed the detailed names and occupations of the inhabitants from the census returns as
being possibly useful for genealogical and historical purposes, but they do illustrate a theme found in
‘The Abbey Green in the 19th & 20th Centuries’ by Helen Matthews and Jeni Park, published by
Kilwinning Heritage; that is, a high degree of mobility within the local area. The exception is perhaps
John Marr engine keeper, who moved around in a wider geographical area, perhaps because of his
more “professional” occupation.
74. Perhaps the most intriguing question is why should a pit cottage be made to have this
“ecclesiastical” appearance in contrast to the extreme simplicity of most miners’ accommodation?
The answer may lie at least partly in the location at the end of Millburn Drive which leads to Eglinton
Castle. Perhaps at the insistence of the Earl, who also owned what was left of the abbey, the building
had to conform to and be in harmony with the other buildings on the estate. It may even have been
built from or incorporated elements of those remains.
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75. We know from the work reported above the names of the occupants from 1871 to 1916, but
after that we have to rely on anecdotal evidence. The cottage seems to have been in domestic use
until the late 1940s or early 1950s. The last occupants were called Robson, one of our informants
having been at school with a Steven Robson who lived in the cottage. It is believed that the same
family converted the cottage into a piggery. How long this continued is not clear, and the latest use
of which we have knowledge is the aerial photograph with the buses, dated from “the 1970s”. The
find of large tyres on the site during clearance may suggest that the bus related activity was more
than simply a parking area and may have involved a degree of maintenance.
76. The photograph was published on the Kilwinning Heritage Facebook page and comments invited.
These were the responses:
“The bus company used to take Wilson’s workers back and forth in the 70s /early 80s
to work so perhaps someone who used to work there remembers. I remember the guy
was down to one coach and it went on fire”. Linda Duncan.
“The company was gone by the late 70s and was owned and run by my dad, Bryan Speirs.
He didn’t have the buses by the time I was born in ‘81. I do remember him tell us about
doing the school runs and the Wilson’s workers (run). He did an airport run too I think or
something like that. He also had a taxi which would explain the cars in the picture.
Unfortunately he is no longer with us to ask. The green paint on the buses was custom
made and was called Speirs Green. Thank you for putting a picture to all his stories.
My brother, sister and I are very grateful xx”. Jenny Speirs Pirrie.
“The buses were only kept at the Millburn. Bryan ran it from Girdle Toll”. Marianne Speirs.
77. So, the cottage appears not to have been the bus company ‘office’. Perhaps it was used as a rest
room/changing room for drivers.
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The Hurry
by Roger S. Ll. Griffith
with additional information by Andy Baird
78. The coup for the old miners’ rows or village at Benslie Square etc. was just to the right of the
entrance to Millburn Drive (see Figs 3a-3c) and was dug into circa 2006 by enthusiasts who retrieved
many old bottles and other items from the 'heyday' of the miners’ rows. This whole site is locally
known as the 'Hurry', a Scots word that translates as a structure that permits the rapid loading of
coal, limestone, etc. The old 'slow' method was by using small baskets called creels that had been
filled by hand from wagons, barges, etc.
79. The 'Hurry' is located close to South Millburn Cottage, only separated from it by the Millburn
Drive entrance to the old Eglinton estate. Due to its proximity to the cottage and possible role in
relation to the old waggonway that ran immediately in front, it was investigated by the Kilwinning
Heritage team with some basic excavations backed up by desktop research, much of the evidence
coming from old Ordnance Survey maps. The surviving structure [401] (Fig. 14), running approx NW
to SE, consists of a length of substantial and well constructed walling with several courses, deep
foundations, and different types of stone employed in the build. It measures approx 7.7m long. At its
NW end it is approx 1.13m high, and at the SE end, approx 1.2m high. Walls may have run at right
angles from either end of this structure as evidenced by some surviving walling running towards the
lane on the western facing side.

Fig 14: The Hurry or loading dock wall before removal of vegetation

80. Towards the top of the wall the stone used is red sandstone whilst the lower levels are a much
harder stone, namely whinstone. Evidence of a further course of stones forming the top of the wall
was discovered, this being a course of stones that would have abutted against the robbed original
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surface of the Hurry. A large isolated sandstone block nearby [402] may be a surviving stone from
the surface paving of the Hurry. No evidence of robbed stone from here being incorporated into the
nearby South Millburn Pit Cottage was discovered.
81. A test pit (051) at the NW end was attempted to try to find the base of the structure. This was
difficult due to the hole constantly filling with water. However at a depth of approx 40cm/ 16” from
the nominal ground level, the tightly packed dark soil and roots gave way to mixed small gravel and
coal dross. The dressed stone of the wall surface appeared to continue down to this level. Hand
investigations by James Watterson produced a heavily-corroded iron railway spike as used to attach
rails to stone sleepers. Once cleaned of corrosion, it measures approx 17 cm / 6.5”.
82. A direct link with the old waggonway was established through the discovery that the red
sandstone courses were originally constructed as stone railway sleeper blocks as used in many early
waggonways, for instance the Kilmarnock and Troon Railway and the waggonway at Saltcoats
associated with the Stevenston Canal. All these sleepers had the same dimensions and had two
circular or triangular holes that have been drilled or cut to a significant depth, but not running all the
way through (Fig. 15 below).

Fig 15: a stone sleeper block forming the top line of stones on the Hurry wall.

83. These holes correspond to the width of the base old Vignole style wrought iron waggonway rails
previously found at the site and were made to hold a wood plug into which the metal spike would
have been driven to grip the rail *. The holes as drilled in the relatively soft red sandstone showed
no signs of any wear, even in relation to the act of insertion of a wooden plug and metal spike to
hold the rail, and this suggests these sleepers may never have been used.

* (Highet, Campbell (1965) The Glasgow and South Western Railway, Oakwood Press, Lingfield)
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84. The red sandstone sleepers are likely to have come from the well known quarries at Mauchline
that were active at the time and were evidently made to set specifications, with a very large number
being required for a waggonway that ran the distance from Doura to Ardrossan Harbour. Those
utilised on the Kilmarnock and Troon line were made from whinstone, but the relatively soft red
sandstone used here, although prone to splitting and wear, would have been much cheaper to
make. The Hurry wall was found to have a solidly constructed end at the termination facing west,
but the eastern end has been robbed, excavations revealing however that the wall's internal
structure extends well into the earth bank behind.
85. The available map evidence and observations at the site established that the Hurry lay on the
route of the original 4-foot-6-inch (1.37 m) horse drawn waggonway that ran to the coal pits at
Doura from Ardrossan via the Dirrans in Kilwinning. As previously stated, the Hurry may also have
had walling on at least part of the two sides that ran up to the Benslie Road. The old OS maps show
that at one time an access lane to the later Standard Gauge railway existed on the western side
running down to the end of a short siding (Fig. 3a). The remains of basic drystone dyking survives
along part of this old access, however, although the other side of the Hurry facing east was
investigated, the quantity of extraneous material present prevented any clear conclusions being
reached about a wall also having existed here. Any encasing wall and ramps facing north would
likewise be buried in the later coup material.
86. Map evidence from the survey date for the 1860 1st edition OS shows that, by 1856 or probably
sooner, the Hurry was not in use as a loading/unloading dock and instead had become a convenient
site for the disposal of household rubbish from the nearby Benslie Square houses, a coup or rubbish
tip which was abandoned once full and the site left to become a self-seeded copse, a progressive
process shown by the various dated OS maps.
87. The Hurry would have required an access ramp for carts to reach the edge of the dock and the
evidence and land forms at the site suggests that access may have been from the Benslie Road. A
large drainage ditch runs parallel to Millburn Drive at this point and the required distance to create a
gentle gradient for horse drawn carts is not present. However, as stated, no signs remain of ramps
having existed due to quantity of the material dumped when it was used as a coup. A basic crane
may have been present to facilitate loading and unloading, but no clear evidence was found that one
actually existed.
88. The facts so far collected indicate that a substantial Hurry was constructed at this convenient site
using whinstone and some unused sandstone railway sleepers that had originally been made for the
then still extant Scotch Gauge waggonway to the Doura coal pits that ran behind South Millburn
Cottage. The alignment of the later standard gauge railway to Sourlie and Perceton was different,
and the available evidence suggests that the old route up to the original Doura pits was never
converted to standard gauge and that the Hurry, if built in relation to this role, had a rather brief
period of use as a loading/unloading dock, despite its substantial and competent construction. As
stated, a Standard Gauge siding did run on a relatively short stretch of the old trackbed, however,
available maps show that it stopped short of the Hurry's dock frontage at features located at the end
of the aforementioned access lane that ran down the western side. One of these mapped features
may have been a buffer stop. The trackbed of the lifted section to the Doura pits could still have
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been used to transport individual cart loads of coal to be trans-shipped at the Hurry if some coal was
still being produced, but not sufficient to justify the cost of laying Standard Gauge track up to the old
Doura pits themselves, and when this ended, the track was shortened.
89. The land here was part of the Eglinton Estate and the main reason for building the Hurry may be
related to the construction and resource requirements of the Eglinton Tournament of 1839. It is
situated conveniently close to the site of the tournament, now Eglinton Loch, and lay on the railway
that ran from Ardrossan Harbour. The metal, wood, etc required for the substantial stands and
pavilions would have been unloaded here after being shipped, possibly from London where Mr.
Pratt, the supplier of these structures, had his base. The roads of England and Scotland at the time
were not suitable for long distance transport of such items, and no other railways to Kilwinning had
yet been completed. No other significant need for a substantial loading dock at this site has been
clearly identified, as the old coal pits at Doura had either closed completely or were producing only
small amounts of coal.
90. The South Millburn Hurry may have been intended to have a more prolonged use but was
apparently abandoned in 1840, very soon after the Tournament structures had been dismantled and
removed. The waggonway was converted to Standard Gauge in 1840 and the track to the old Doura
pits that ran in front of the Hurry lifted and abandoned, thereby effectively ending the primary use
of the structure.
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Finds
by Andy Baird
91. Being a previously domestic and sometime industrial site, finds of this nature were all that were
expected. A specific target was the stone railway sleepers, and in this respect, we were not
disappointed. Permission to excavate the Hurry or loading dock wall [401] could not be gained as the
landowner could not be established, so investigations were carefully limited to non-destructive
removal of weeds, vegetation and topsoil at the edge of the wall.
92. Stone blocks with two round or triangular holes in them appeared to form the top course of the
wall (Fig. 16 left). All blocks were of a
similar size, ranging from 50-60cm
long and 19-23cm wide. Their
thickness varied in a range of approx
12-17cm. Some stones had holes on
the upper surface. One stone was
levered up to reveal the holes on the
‘underside’ (Fig. 15 above). The
assumption was made that, as these
stones approximated the same size
and the same material, they were all
sleepers and all had holes on one
side only.

Fig 16: The ‘Hurry’ or loading dock top
surface.

93. The holes showed no indications
of wear, and looked as fresh as the
day they were cut. They would have
had wooden plugs or wedges
inserted before an iron spike was
driven in to hold the rail in place. It
was postulated that perhaps as
these had been never been used,
they may have been surplus to
requirements. Since the waggonway to Doura, beyond our site, was opened in 1834, we suggest
these unused sleepers were used to make this loading dock to service deliveries of equipment and
perhaps even VIP guests for the Eglinton Tournament of 1839.
94. The finding of an iron rail spike <304> in the test pit here (051) was an unexpected and welcome
bonus. Heavily accreted, when cleaned it measured 17.2 cm in length and 18mm thick. The domed
head was 25mm wide. There is every reason to assume it is contemporary with the horse-drawn
waggonway.
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95. As previously stated, the surface of the Hurry had become the midden or coup for Benslie village,
so in removing vegetation and topsoil to expose the stones of the loading dock, a large amount of
domestic crockery and glass shards was uncovered <301>.
96. Also uncovered was the remains of three items of leather footwear <302> - a small flat piece of
black leather, the remains of the sole of a leather shoe or boot with some tackets visible, and most
interesting, the sole of a child’s boot with most tackets intact and the heel still in place, but
impossible to date.
“Within the grounds of Montgreenan there is a big cottage which was used for Glasgow kids
in the 30s to have a ‘fresh-air fortnight’. My mum came there once and she remembers going
to the church at Fergushill. Bill would have been there on the same Sundays. And my Dad
delivered rolls and papers to the same cottage she stayed in. So, my Mum probably met or saw
both her future long term partners! Maybe you found her sole? She ran about Benslie, Montgreenan
etc on her fresh-air fortnight.”
Janet Frey on Facebook.

97. The SE end of the wall was excavated (052) to determine the nature of its structure (Fig 17).

Fig 17: SE end of loading dock wall.

Excavations stopped at a distance of approx. 1.2m into the earth banking, and it was noted that the
stonework continued further into the bank beyond that. Clearly this was not a termination corner of
the wall, due to the irregular alignment of the stonework. As we have no clear idea of the wall’s
original length, have the stones been robbed for other purposes?
98. Here was found two substantial shards of a brown slip glaze salt ‘pig’ <306> (Fig. 18 below) with
white flower decoration. It would have been similar in appearance to that in Fig 19.
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Fig 18. Salt pig fragment

Fig. 19. Salt pig of similar design (Source: Public Domain)

99. Other finds around the cottage site were of a similar domestic or industrial nature. Under the
‘Ceramic and Glass’ heading was window glass <106>; domestic crockery and white glazed sanitary
ware perhaps from a sink or toilet pedestal <105> and <114>; a glazed fireplace tile <116>; a
Victorian white glazed ceramic rope work design lawn or garden edging tile <101>, suggesting
garden cultivation in the past.
100. An odd find was a plastic syringe <108>. Discounting illegal drug users of the past, this may
relate to animal husbandry when the cottage was being used as a piggery.
101. Similarly odd, a small round plastic tube marked ‘Parsons Bros Ltd Hull’ and ‘50mm Parspout’
was uncovered. Internet searches revealed no clues, and its function remains a mystery. Perhaps it
was part of a vehicle engine?
102. Metal finds were what one would expect from the cottage’s domestic past: two hinges, one
long thin one known as a ‘coalbunker’ hinge <119>; a draw bolt from a door <120>; the head of a
draw hoe <129>, also suggesting garden cultivation.
103. A heavily accreted hand shovel <117> was uncovered, approx. 33cm long, and of the long, thin
type usually found on the footplate of a steam engine for shovelling coal into the firebox, as opposed
to a domestic design. Given the railway’s location, literally on the cottage’s doorstep, its discovery is
unsurprising.
104. At least two pieces of good evidence of motor vehicle activity and/or maintenance around the
cottage were found: a circular car chrome wing mirror minus the glass <126>, and the remains of the
inside of a wire-wound transformer <128>, perhaps part of a vehicle engine. Other unidentifiable
metal items suggesting some sort of industrial or mechanical use were found, one oddly-shaped
plate <130> was suggested to be part of a lawnmower.
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105. Two pieces of evidence of activity involving horses were found: a horseshoe <131>, and a brass
belt loop or keeper <137>, the large size clearly suggesting its use on horse tack.
106. Perhaps the strangest find of all is two L-shaped, possibly originally square, pieces of timber
<135>, with a curved or circular section on the inside, approx 5”/127mm square. The corner edge of
one of the pieces is chamfered. We have no idea of the function of these items.
107. No coins or jewellery or other personal items were recovered.

Addendum, May 2014.
Since this completed report was sent to WoSAS and RCAHMS, but before publication in paper or
electronic form, another photograph of the cottage has surfaced. Stuart Rankin of the Glasgow &
South West Railways, and a friend of Roger Griffith, had given him a photo of an old cottage which
he believed had been taken at the Sourlie pits. Roger thought it was in fact the cottage at Benslie
which we had been investigating, showing it in a derelict state, but with substantially higher walls
still standing. Ralph Shuttleworth compared the photo with Drawing 5 [203] NW gable exterior, and
confirmed it was the Benslie cottage. Stuart’s photo is reproduced below.
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Appendix 1: (Contexts)
Number

Description

Interpretation

001

collapsed masonry

002

test pit

aborted

003

cottage floor surface

brick paving

004

pig pen floor surface

brick paving

005

cottage floor lifted

quarry tiles

006

slit window NE wall

007

slit window SE gable

008

slit window SW wall

009

slit window NW gable

010

window to right of SW wall

011

window to left of SW wall

012

door SE gable

013

door right of SW wall

014

door left of SW wall

015

door NW gable

016

S corner excavation

foundation deposit located

017

void in NW gable

position of fireplace

018

void in SE gable

position of fireplace

019

fill of void in SE gable

decommissioning of fireplace

020

brickwork on NW gable

repair to flue?

021

dark soil under 003 and over 005

levelling for brick paving

201

standing structure

202

SE gable

203

NW gable

204

NE wall

205

SW wall

206

annexe on SE gable

051

loading dock test pit at NW end

052

loading dock, excavation at SE end

stones have been robbed
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Appendix 2: <finds>
Number

Area

Material

Description

101

[204]

ceramic & glass

105
106
108

[203]
[206]
[203]

ceramic
glass
plastic

110
111
113
114
116

[203]
(001)
(012)
(004)
(018)

glass
stone
stone
ceramic
ceramic

117
118
119
120
121
122
123

(003)
(001)
(001)
(001)
(001)
(001)
(001)

metal
metal
metal
metal
metal
metal
metal

126
128
129
130

(001)
(001)
(001)
(001)

metal
metal
metal
metal

Victorian lawn edging, white glazed, rope twist pattern at top. Piece of glass milk bottle, embossed
‘UNITAS’, ‘GLASGOW’ and ‘3290’ on bottom.
Collection of assorted domestic crockery and poss white glazed sanitary ware.
Ass’td glass shards, 3mm and 4mm thick, some ‘frosted’ with age, one with square corners.
One syringe stamped ‘HSW’ in blue. One round opaque tube open at both ends, 6cm x 3.5 cm,
embossed ‘Parsons Bros Ltd Hull’ and ‘50mm Parspout’.
Ass’td window and bottle glass shards, almost complete modern lemonade bottle, Turner & Ewing?
Complete roofing slate with nail head accreted in hole, 19cm x 35cm / 7.5” x 13.75”.
Three pieces painted cement, evidence of red, white and green paint. One stone bottle stop?
Piece of white glazed sanitary ware, footing for sink or trough?
Fireplace tile, white glazed one side, embossed ‘GILMORE & CO KILMARNOCK’ on reverse, size
approx. 128mm x 80mm x 28mm (9” x 3” x 1”).
Shovel, approx 33cm long, heavily accreted, steam train coal shovel?
Backflap hinge, 110mm x 50mm / 4.25” x 2”.
Coalbunker hinge, rusted closed and bent, 360mm/14” length.
Draw bolt, heavily accreted, 260mm/10” length.
Iron chisel or spike, tapered end, slightly flattened top, 230mm x 12mm / 9” x 0.5”.
Coach bolt, square head, threaded shaft, 75mm / 3”.
Heavy iron shaft, threaded at one end, bolted into oddly angle bracket approx 280mm x 20mm /
11” x 13/16”. Purpose unknown, perhaps part of engine motor?
Car wing mirror, circular, no glass, chrome on rear, 106mm/4.3/8” diam.
Remains of electrical transformer, wire wound.
Head of draw hoe, 180mm x 76mm / 7” x 3”.
Flat metal plate, tapering, 3 bolt holes, max length 200mm / 8”. Purpose unknown. Suggestion part
of lawnmower?
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Appendix 2: <finds> cont’d
Number

Area

Material

Description

131
132

(001)
(001)

metal
metal

135

(003)

wood

137

(001)

metal

301
302

[403]
[403]

Ceramic & glass
Leather

304
306

(051)
(052)

metal
ceramic

Iron horseshoe, approx 152mm / 6” long.
Two lengths of chain attached to swivel link. One approx 510mm / 20” length, other 660mm / 26”.
Each link approx 50mm / 2” long has quarter turn. Part of horse tack or pig husbandry?
Two L-shaped pieces, formerly square? Approx 127mm / 5” sides. Curved, possibly circular inside?
Corner of one piece is chamfered. Purpose unknown.
Open rectangular box-shaped belt loop or keeper, brass, 57mm x 23mm x 23mm / 2.1/4” x 7/8” x
7/8”. Perhaps from horse tack?
Many ass’td shards of domestic ceramic and glass.
One child’s tackety boot sole. One adult’s boot sole fragment. One small flat piece black shoe
leather.
Iron railway sleeper spike, 172 mm / 6.3/4”.
Two matching pieces brown slip glaze salt pig, white flower decoration.
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Appendix 3: [structures]
Number

Area

201
202
203
204
205
206

standing cottage structure.
SE gable.
NW gable.
NE wall.
SW wall.
‘extension’ on SE gable.

401
402
403

loading dock.
isolated worked stone.
ground surface at loading dock/midden.

Appendix 4: Drawings
Drawing 1 [201] Plan of the cottage
Drawing 2 [205] Elevation of SW wall
Drawing 3 [202] SE gable exterior
Drawing 4 [202] SE gable interior
Drawing 5 [203] NW gable exterior
Drawing 6 [203] NW gable interior
Drawing 7 (006) Slit window in NE wall
Drawing 8 Kilwinning Abbey east range slit window.
Drawing 9 Kilwinning Abbey west range splayed window
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Appendix 5: List of Photographs
001 south Millburn farm, aerial view, 1970s
002 cottage site before removal of vegetation 01
003 cottage site before removal of vegetation 02
004 cottage interior from SE.
005 cottage after vegetation removed
006 cottage NW gable interior
007 cottage interior NW door
008 SE gable exterior
009 SE gable working shot
010 SE gable working shot
011 SE gable working shot
012 SE gable cleared
013 SE gable cleared
014 SE gable window and floor tiles
015 SE gable floor tiles
016 SE gable floor tiles
017 SE gable floor tiles closeup
018 SE gable floor tiles closeup
019 NW gable interior
020 NW gable bricked up splayed window [009]
021 NW gable fireplace bricked up
022 NW gable fireplace and floor
023 NW gable fireplace and floor
024 NW gable fireplace hearth
025 NW gable fireplace hearth closeup
026 splayed window [011] SW wall
027 door [004] SW wall
028 door [004] SW wall
029 door [012] SE gable
030 door [004] SE gable
031 door [004] SE gable
032 unknown feature corner of SE gable and NE wall
033 unknown feature corner of SE gable
034 unknown feature corner of SE gable and NE wall
035 test pit [016] corner of SW wall
036 test pit [016] corner of SW wall
037 splayed window [011] SW wall
038 splayed window [011] SW wall
039 splayed window [011] fully exposed
040 splayed window [011]
041 window sill [010] SW wall
042 slit window [008] SW wall
043 pig pens
044 pig pens
045 pig pens
046 pig pen and floor
047 unknown hole SE gable interior at slit window
048 unstratified painted stonework
049 SE gable interior
050 SE gable slit window interior detail
051 SE gable slit window interior
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Appendix 5: List of Photographs (cont’d)
052
053
054
055
056
057
058
059
060
061
062
063
064
065
066
067
068
069
070
071
072
073
074
075
076
077
078
079
080
081
082
083
084
085
086
087
088
089
090
091
092
093
094

unstratified worked stone
loose flagstone unstratified
unstratified worked stone
corner of NE wall and NW gable exterior
glazed terracotta feeding trough detail
NW gable exterior
NW gable exterior
slit window [006] NE wall
slit window [006] NE wall
loading dock wall working shot
loading dock wall
loading dock wall
loading dock wall top
loading dock W corner
loading dock wall top exposed
loading dock wall top detail
loading dock wall top
loading dock wall stone sleeper detail
loading dock stone sleeper lifted
loading dock wall E end robbed wall
loading dock E end robbed
salt pig repaired
salt pig
salt pig
find 304, iron railway sleeper spike
find 105, assorted crockery
find 301, asst'd ceramic and glass
find 106, glass shards
find 113, stone bottle stop
find 113 pieces of painted cement top
find 113, painted cement bottom
find 110, asst'd window and bottle glass
find 114, white glazed sanitary ware
find 101, lawn edging and bottle shard
find 108, syringe and plastic tube
find 116, glazed fireplace tile
find 306, salt pig incomplete
find 302, child’s tackety boot sole exterior
find 302, tackety boot sole interior
finds 118-123, 126, 128, 129, 130-132, metal objects
find 135, square wood blocks
find 117, shovel
find 111, roofing slate
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Drawing 1 [201]. Plan of the cottage
44

Drawing 2 [205]. Elevation of SW wall

45

Drawing 3 [202]. SE gable exterior
46

Drawing 4 [202]. SE gable interior
47

Drawing 5 [203]. NW gable exterior
48

Drawing 6 [203]. NW gable interior
49

Drawing 7 (006). Slit window in NE wall
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